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LASALLE College of the Arts Graduates: The Designer Portrayal of POST-FASHION 
 
BA(Hons) Fashion Design and Textiles graduates from LASALLE College of the Arts 
inject flavour into the local fashion scene with delightful and unique designs, exotic 
shapes, as well as interesting fabrics. Designs from the collection of six of these 
graduates caught the eye of TANGS and they can now be found in the pop-up store, 
"POST-FASHION LASALLE x Tangs", at the second floor of TANGS, available for a 
limited period of time, while stocks last. 
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As LASALLE College of the Arts sent another batch of its graduating students out 
into the world, local department store, TANGS, unveiled its pop-up store that 
comprises new fashion labels. 
 
How are these two related? 
 
Twenty-six LASALLE BA(Hons) Fashion Design and Textiles graduates this year 
held their graduating show, POST-FASHION, at TANGS last Friday, showcasing 
close to 150 designs. The design capabilities of these students cannot be 
underestimated. Many professionals in the fashion industry who came for the show 
gave good reviews of the designs and high praises for the capabilities of these 
students. 
 
The graduating students presented their views of the fashion industry today through 
the POST-FASHION project theme, attempting to capture the future of the fashion 
industry and their explorations of current themes within a multi-layered tapestry of 
politics, economics, environment, technology and society etc. Fashion, despite being 
something that everyone wears, is not an industry that is easily understood. 
 
The students injected flavour into the fashion scene with delightful and unique 
designs, exotic shapes, as well as interesting fabrics. 
  
In response to the current "see now, buy now" trend popularised by brands, designs 
from the collections of six talented graduates that caught the eyes of TANGS at the 
graduate fashion show can now be found in the pop-up store "POST-FASHION 
LASALLE x Tangs" at the second floor of the department store, available in small 
quantities for a limited period of time. The pop-up store will be open till 26 May. This 
is actually the second time TANGS is actively supporting and encouraging budding 
local designers with a pop-up store concept for LASALLE graduating students. By 
doing so, TANGS is giving these newcomers who are fresh out of school a bridge 
into the market, with an opportunity to interact with customers directly and gain 
commercial experience. 
  
The six collections selected for "Post-Fashion LASALLE x Tangs" are: Pretty Ugly, 
Wanderchild, Beeing Human, PandoraBox, Tik Anyar, and Gehstural. 
  
The reporter visited the pop-up store and met with the student designers on duty, 
Valerie Chan, 23, and Chew Seng Choon, 24. To be stationed at the pop-up store 
and be able to meet customers face-to-face has been a valuable learning experience 
for them after leaving school. 
 
Finding beauty in people and things perceived to be ugly 
  
Valerie Chan's womenswear collection may be named Pretty Ugly, but its designs 
have a certain floaty fairy-like wispiness and beauty. She was inspired by the story of 
Joseph Merrick (1862 - 1890), also known as the “Elephant Man”, an Englishman 
with physical deformities. "In the age of social media, when all users are making or 
receiving judgement - are you beautiful or ugly? It appears that beauty has become 
the only way of living in the era of social media. I beg to differ on this point. I think 
that there is beauty to be found in people and things perceived to be ugly. " 
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Merrick was born in Leicester, England. He had thick and loose skin, thickened lips, 
and a bony protrusion on his forehead. Valerie deconstructed the deformed part of 
the Elephant Man, with the protrusion becoming a sturdy piece of armour and the 
loose skin becoming an elegant and flowy dress. The seams of the finished outfit are 
left unclosed, allowing threads to trail naturally to express the freedom of living as a 
human being. The Elephant Man was exhibited as a monstrosity in Europe, but 
Valerie focused on the ugly parts of his body for a penetrating look at beauty. 
 
She said that she noticed her designs are especially popular among customers from 
China and Korea, based on her few days’ observation at the pop-up store. A Korean 
model was especially interested. According to Valerie, "They are mainly women who 
are feminine yet unconventional, many with a tomboyish air about them, with a cool 
image and attitude. Their attire is adorned with rivets, or they have very short hair but 
they like to play with clothing that is especially ladylike and pliable. They have a type 
of beauty, both delicate and masculine, that is very attractive. I admire them very 
much." 
 
Attire that carries your memories 
  
Chew Seng Choon's menswear collection was inspired by his own childhood 
memories. He used pictures and imagery of photographs from when he was young 
and printed them onto shirts and T-shirts so that ‘people can move ahead carrying 
their memories, and being who they were at the very beginning’. He also weaved in 
elements of kidswear by designing oversized apparel to give an impression of 
childlikeness. 
  
“In particular, the pants were deliberately given high waistlines to introduce contrast 
and highlight elements of children’s clothing in adult attire. High waistlines were once 
considered very much out of fashion, or antiquated. It appears to be undergoing a 
revival and can be found in the collection of many labels. “Seng Choon said, "The 
pace of changes in menswear trends is much slower than womenswear. I believe 
that trends are definitely a point of reference that fashion designers cannot avoid. 
After all, consumers are willing to follow trends and seek out new trendy products to 
find themselves. " 
  
The topic of womenswear came up because Seng Choon is employed part-time at a 
local female fashion label, Koonhor. "The designs for menswear and womenswear 
are definitely different. Menswear, on the whole, is relatively conservative and 
changes lie in the use of colour and images without changing much in terms of shape 
and form; womenswear, on the other hand, is rich in forms and shapes. These are 
issues that we have to remind ourselves when we are designing clothes. " 
 
Interviewee: My internship in the fashion industry gave me insights into the 
real needs of consumers 
 
After graduation, Valerie will be joining local brand Whole9Yards as a designer. She 
reserves judgement on her own designs: "I think that I still need to learn more 
through practical application and do my best to build up my skills. Through the 
internship, I have come to know that fashion is a business that demands continuous 
investment of time and capital. I cannot afford to start a label without continuously 
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developing new things and stubbornly sticking with what works today. I also hope 
that the attitude of local consumers towards fashion will change. Although fashion 
blogs are popular, people do not have the guts to follow the dressing on these blogs. 
To many, fast-fashion clothing creates uniformity with others. To aim for a look that 
does not make one stands out, to seek regularity, is painful for many, especially 
designers. " 
  
All the students of the Fashion programmes at LASALLE College of the Arts are 
required to do an internship, with a portion of their grades assigned to practical 
performance, thus they are no strangers to fashion design studios, design 
environment and the current local fashion retail market. According to Seng Choon, 
Fashion Design students are known for their daring designs, but consumers may not 
be equally daring with wearing those designs. These internships provide 
opportunities for them to get to understand actual consumer needs, and what they 
can accept and afford. 
  
"I still feel a mature fashion consumer market should have the capacity to hold a 
diversified blend of mainstream, niche, traditional and avant-garde brands. Even 
though some of the local fashion designers find it difficult to have a sustainable 
presence in Singapore, they have greater success outside the country through export 
and wholesaling. This serves as a reminder to us, a new generation of fashion 
designers, to set our sights beyond our shores to include other territories," Seng 
Choon commented. 
  
From the looks of it, this group of young designers are not reckless newbies. With an 
awareness of current trends and a readiness to meet challenges, they look prepared 
to deliver surprises to us in the fashion world and to give us something to look 
forward to. 
 

 


